BACK TO THE ROOTS –
Back to the Roots: Claus Mirbach to Reopen in Hamburg.

In line with business reorientation, Claus Mirbach – founder of the renowned Mirbach Oldtimerhandel – and his wife Britta decided to establish a new brand. “Claus Mirbach – Feine Mobile Hamburg” started business on 1 August 2010 to continue a story of success that started in 1958: trading classic cars going back to the forties in a truly individual, classy atmosphere – a small yet excellent company.

In 1987, Claus Mirbach sold his company “C. F. Mirbach – Exklusive Automobile” to Stefan Luftschitz and together with his wife and Tim Kampschulte established the MIKA car-restoration company at Mölln (Germany). After Mirbach had sold his shares and the company buildings at Mölln in 2001, Stefan Luftschitz summoned him back to C. F. Mirbach GmbH as a consultant. Claus Mirbach coined the German term “Youngtimer” (which means “modern classic”) and founded the Youngtimer Zentrum at Hamburg for Stefan Luftschitz.

The new shop is located in Eimsbüttel/Lokstedt, an exciting district of Hamburg that is within easy reach. The focus is on cars with an immaculate life story – many of their previous owners from northern Germany and Scandinavia are personally acquainted with the Mirbach couple.

Claus and Britta Mirbach are supported by Jan Paulsen, expert in automotive photography, long-term successful classic-car racer, and a close friend of the family.

Therefore, when you are looking for a new object of your desire – a classic car – but dislike the bustle of crowds and prefer a quiet atmosphere, Claus Mirbach’s is the place to visit. Strictly fine cars on offer.
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